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Duetorrihotels insider guide to Florence's true gems...
Florence is a place of gastronomic delights, delicious and extravagant panini at almost every turn,
excellent traditional trattoria and elegant gourmet dining experiences as well. This is my favorite
foodie spots in the city, from sandwich bars, typical authentic trattorias to Michelin-starred
restaurants.
Ino
This is the best sandwich spot in Florence. Approaching to this place it is easy to be distracted by
the people eating happily inside. The handwritten list of panini proposals you find at the entrance
is tempting. The Sandwiches are made with typical local products from Tuscan and served on
crusty bread. You will be rewarded with one of the most delicious sandwich!
Buca Mario
If you are looking for the home of the Bistecca, this would be definitely the place. This vibrant
typical restaurant offers a very good quality meal and a fantastic service. It is housed in a 16th
century cellar and is a 130 years old restaurant in the heart of Florence.

Enoteca Pitti & Gola
Let me recommend this lovely wine restaurant overlooking the Medici Royal Palace offering
traditional and modern Italian cuisine made from fresh, local ingredients, local cheeses and
charcuterie with a great selection of Tuscany and Italian wines. A truly unforgettable dining
experience.
Touch
This restaurant philosophy is giving a touch of freshness to the traditional Tuscan cuisine
emphasizing the simplicity in every dish. Menu is changed almost every day to offer the best
freshness food available at the market. At this place you are far away from the crowds of tourists.
Enoteca Pinchiorri
A 3 star Michelin restaurant with a wine cellar containing thousands of Italian and international
excellent wines.
The expert staff, working in concert, with plenty of time and care to lavish on our customers. A
kitchen that excels in the search for and preparation of the finest raw materials, in creativity, in
the mastery of cooking techniques. Service that’s extremely attentive, without being invasive.
About Lorenzo Illiberi- I have been working at the Bernini Palace since March 2001 and I am proud
to be a member of the Concierge association Les Clefs d’Or since 2005. Hotel Bernini Palace
Firenze is situated in a 15th century building in the heart of the city, behind Piazza della Signoria
and the Uffizi Gallery.
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